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By M. Ashraf Ali Thanvi

Islamic Book Service, New Delhi. Soft cover. Condition: New. 544pp. Hazrat Maulana Ashraf Ali
Thanvi is the author of more than a thousand books.He also brought out Translation of Tafseer
Bayan-ul-Quran and presented in his Bahishti Zewar.The essence of the entire Islamic life muslim
throughout the world are benefiting from all his books,he never reserved their copyright for himself
and permitted all the Muslim Publishers to publish them of their will. Such men of God (Alla)are
seldom found in the present century,otherwise people reserving copyrights for their books are
many.Countless blessing of Allh may descend upon the grave of Maulana Thanvi who emparted
knowledge of Islam to a noice like us.Has these books not been written in Urdu,Muslim Sub-
Continent territories could not have understood Islam which they do now by his illustrious work
Maulana Thanvi has obliged the Muslim at Large. 0.
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This pdf is fantastic. This really is for all who statte there was not a worth looking at. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert the instant you complete
looking over this pdf.
-- Dr . Cha im  K ub-- Dr . Cha im  K ub

Very good eBook and beneficial one. It generally is not going to price a lot of. I discovered this ebook from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Tyr el B a r tell-- Tyr el B a r tell
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